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Abstract 

Literature presents a wide range of techniques and algorithms for the localization of impact 
source in isotropic structures. However, many of these methods involve either solving complex 
systems of nonlinear equations or a-priori training of the monitored structure. This is not only 
time consuming, but it requires high levels of computational effort that may often result in a 
poor estimation of the impact coordinates. This paper presents a novel structural health 
monitoring system for the impact localization on aluminium components. The proposed 
methodology, in contrast to current impact localization techniques, relies on an optimal sensor 
placement, which allows reducing the nonlinear system of equations to a linearized and 
simplified form. Two different Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) pickers are used to calculate 
the arrival times of the direct elastic waves originated by the impact source. To validate this 
methodology, experimental tests were carried out on aerospace components using four 
surface-bonded piezoelectric sensors. The results showed that this technique allows detecting 
and localizing the impact source with a high level of accuracy in any point of the structure. 

 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Real-time acoustic emission (AE) source localization is crucial in both non-destructive 
evaluation (NDE) and structural health monitoring (SHM) systems. Most of previous works 
about impact localization were based on the triangulation technique (also known as the Tobias 
algorithm), wherein the impact point is identified as the intersection of three circles, whose 
centers are the sensors location [1]. The main issue with this method is that it is suitable only 
for isotropic media for which the wave group velocity is known and remains the same in all 
directions. However, this is not true in the case of anisotropic and inhomogeneous materials as 
well as for dispersive guided waves in which the wave velocity is not constant, but it is a 
function of the frequency.  

This paper is a follow-up of the work from Ciampa and Meo [2] based on (i) the resolution 
of a set of nonlinear equations for finding the coordinates of an impact source and (ii) the 
knowledge of time differences of arrival (TDOAs) calculated from time of arrivals (TOAs) by 
using the magnitude of the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) squared modulus. The 
proposed new algorithm, is based on a linearization of the previous algorithm [2] and on TOAs 
values calculated by the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). The advantages of this novel 
methodology are the simplicity and higher accuracy of the linearized approach and the higher 
precision of AIC methods [3] in comparison to the Wavelet Transform.  

The ToA is the crucial parameter to be determined in an impact localization algorithm, since 
a TDOA is calculated as the simple difference between ToAs of two signals. ToA can be 
considered as the onset time of a signal generated by an impact source, so that a method able 
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to identify this value with great accuracy in necessary. Usually, the onset time is usually picked 
as the point where the first difference between the signal and noise takes place [4]. A great 
number of algorithms for automatic detection of onset times were proposed in the last few 
years [11][5], many of them modified from seismology [6-8] due to similarities between 
research fields. Among them, two methods based on Akaike Information Criterion [5] will be 
investigated in this paper. 

2 AKAIKE INFORMATION CRITERION 

A sophisticated approach for onset time determination is to model a signal as an 
autoregressive (AR) process. The main idea is that the non-informative part (noise) and the 
informative part (signal) of a time series could be considered as two locally stationary 
processes, where the ToA is present. AIC is defined as following equation: 

 畦荊系 =  −に ln岫詣岻 + に鶏 (1) 
 

where 鶏 is the number of parameters in the statistical model, and L is the maximized value of 
the likelihood function for the estimated model. Originally, (1) was designed to determine the 
optimal order for an AR process fitting a time series. In our case, the order of the AR process 
is fixed, so the AIC function is a measure for the model fit. The 倦 separation point between 
noise and signal is identified as the point where the AIC is minimized and this is regarded as 
the onset time. The described approach, known as AR-AIC picker, has been used in seismology 
[6]. In the proposed methodology for the ToA, the following AIC function was used [9]: 

 畦荊系岫倦岻 = 倦 log(�欠堅岫捲[な, 倦]岻) + 岫軽 − 倦 − な岻 log岫�欠堅岫捲[倦 + な, 軽]岻岻 (2) 
 

where 捲 is the time serie of length 軽, 倦 is the range through all signal points, �欠堅岫捲[な, 倦]岻 is 
the variance of the corresponding interval from 1 to 倦 of signal 捲, while �欠堅岫捲[倦 + な, 軽]岻 
means that all samples ranging from 倦 + な to 軽 are considered. The AIC global minimum 
corresponds with the ToA. It should be noted that in AIC minimum calculation, it is not 
necessary to consider the whole time series but only the chosen window containing the onset 
time. Therefore the choice of the proper time window is crucial for the performance of AIC 
picker. 

3 TWO-STEP AIC PICKER – METHOD 1 

3.1 Characteristic function 

The first considered method is a two-step AIC picker [3], based on the AIC function and a 
particular mathematical function called “characteristic” function (CF). It is possible to detect 
the arrival time through a change in the frequency, or amplitude, or both, in the time series. 
The purpose of a characteristic function is to enhance this change, by improving the resolution 
levels between noise and signal. A number of characteristic functions was here proposed: i.e. 
the absolute value function 系�岫件岻 = |捲岫件岻|, the envelope of the signal calculated by the Hilbert 
transform, the square function 系�岫件岻 = 捲岫件岻態 and the squared envelope. The last two functions 
enhance the amplitude changes but are not sensitive to periodic signal variations. Allen used a 
squared polynomial function [10], limited by the fact that it can suppress the amplitude of 
weaker modes, so it is suitable for bulk specimens and it is not effective in thin plates. 
For signals with low signal-to-noise ratio, the following function was used: 
 系�岫件岻 =  |捲岫件岻| + �|捲岫件岻 − 捲岫件 − な岻| (3) 
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where � is a constant set to � = ね for thin-plate specimens in accordance to [3]. 

3.2 Algorithm 

This first algorithm for the ToA estimation is a two-step process. The first step consists of 
calculating the characteristic function (3) for the measured signals, determining the shortened 
time window, and applying the AIC picker on the new time window. 

The main assumption is that the time window starts within the noise level and ends just after 
the maximum amplitude value of the signal. So the starting time was set at the beginning of 
the original signal (considered a non-informative part), and the ending time was set after the 
maximum value of the characteristic function on time 建�凋� + ∆建凋�. 建�凋� is the time of the 
global maximum of CF and the time delay ∆建凋� is a value depending on the tested material 
that for our experiment was set to にど �嫌.  

The AIC picker based on (2), considering the CF function instead of the raw signal, is 
applied on this time window. The global minimum of the AIC function determines the first 
estimation of the onset time. 

The second step allows improving the accuracy of ToA for the method developed in the first 
step by focusing on the neighborhood of the first estimation. The AIC picker applied on CF 
operates in a new and shortened time window, whose starting is at ∆建�喋 before the first 
estimation calculated at the end of first step, and the end is at ∆建�凋 after the first estimation. 
Similarly to ∆建凋�, these two new values were set to ∆建�凋 = など �嫌 and ∆建�喋 = ぬど �嫌. The 
global minimum of the recalculated AIC function defines the actual ToA. 

4 TWO-STEP AIC PICKER – METHOD 2 

4.1 Algorithm 

The second method for the ToAs estimation is a two-step AIC picker [11] based on the AIC 
function, which does not use any characteristic function. 

As mentioned before, the quality of an AIC picker improves if it is applied on a pre-selected 
time window containing the onset time [8]. The first step starts with the determination of a 
shortened time window by a method using a threshold amplitude level: 

 ∑ |捲岫件岻|怠待
沈=賃+怠 など⁄ ≥ ね (∑|捲岫件岻|賃

沈=怠 ) 倦⁄  
 
(4) 

 

The threshold level was set by comparing the mean amplitude of a shifting set of 10 data and 
the fourfold mean amplitude of the interval of the time series ranging from1 to 倦 is made. The 
pre-determined onset time 岫倦待岻 is calculated as the first value of 倦 which satisfies (4).   

Then the AIC picker based on (2) is applied to the time interval [な, 倦待] for a rough 
determination of the onset time 倦怠. 

In the second step, the AIC picker acts on a new time window centered in 倦怠 with a length 
of に∆倦, depending on the sample frequency. A variant of this method [12], also used in this 
work, considers a length of に岫倦怠 − 倦待岻. The 倦陳沈津 value, obtained from the application of the 
AIC picker to this time window is the actual ToA of the acquired signals.  

5 LINEARIZED IMPACT LOCALIZATION ALGORITHM  

For the determination of the impact localization coordinates, let us consider an impact 
source point 荊, at unknown coordinates 岫捲� , 検�岻 in the plane of the plate 捲 − 検, and a number 
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of n receiver transducers located at distance 穴沈 岫件 = な, … , 券岻 from the source. The source 
coordinates can be determined by solving the following general system of nonlinear equations 
[2]: 

 {‖穴沈‖態 =  岫捲沈 − 捲�岻態 + 岫検沈 − 検�岻態建沈 = ‖穴沈‖�直  

 
(5) 

 

where �直 is the velocity of propagation of the stress wave reaching the 件th transducer, 建沈 is the 
time of detection of the acoustic emission signals and 岫捲沈 , 検沈岻 are the coordinates of the 件th 
sensor. 
Combining both terms of (5) it is possible to obtain, for each sensor, the following equation: 
 岫捲沈 − 捲�岻態 + 岫検沈 − 検�岻態 − (建沈�直,沈)態 = ど (6) 
 

that is the equation of a circumference with radius 堅沈態 = (建沈�直,沈)態
. Choosing one of the sensors 

as reference sensor, it is possible to write: 
 建珍 = 建�勅捗 + ∆建�勅捗,珍 (7) 
 

where 建�勅捗 is the travel time necessary to reach the reference sensor and ∆建�勅捗,珍 are the time 
differences between sensor 倹 and the reference one (i.e. ∆建�勅捗,珍 = 建珍 − 建�勅捗). 
Substituting equation (7) into (6), it yields: 
 岫捲沈 − 捲�岻態 + 岫検沈 − 検�岻態 − [(建�勅捗 + ∆建�勅捗,珍)�直]態 = ど (8) 
 

The above system consists of four unknowns 捲 = {捲� , 検� , 建�勅捗, �直}. The input values are the 
sensors location and the ∆建�勅捗,珍 values, obtained from a difference between the ToAs calculated 
by using one of the two methods proposed in Sections 3 and 4.   

5.1 Linearization of the set of nonlinear equations 

In comparison to previous works [2], here the aim is to linearize the system (8) to avoid the 
use of both local (Newton’s) and global (unconstrained optimization) methods for solving 
nonlinear equations. This would eliminate the dependence on the guess conditions for the 
solution of the nonlinear system of equations, thus improving the accuracy in the estimation of 
the impact coordinates. Assuming sensor number 1 as reference sensor, the set of nonlinear 
equations (5) is modified as follows:  

 {岫捲沈 − 捲�岻態 + 岫検沈 − 検�岻態 − [(建怠 + ∆建怠,沈)�直]態 = ど岫捲怠 − 捲�岻態 + 岫検怠 − 検�岻態 − (建怠�直)態 = ど  
 
(9) 

 

with 件 =  {に, … , 券}. 
Subtracting the reference sensor equation from other equations, it is possible to obtain: 
 捲沈態 − 捲怠態 − に捲沈捲� + に捲怠捲� + 検沈態 − 検怠態 − に検沈捲� + に検怠捲� − �直態∆建怠,沈(∆建怠,沈 + に建怠) = ど (10) 
 

Considering 決沈 = 岫捲沈 + 検沈岻態 − 岫捲怠 + 検怠岻態, equations (10) become: 
 決沈 − に[捲�岫捲沈 − 捲怠岻 + 検�岫検沈 − 検怠岻] − �直態∆建怠,沈(∆建怠,沈 + に建怠) = ど (11) 
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Using the following positions, 捲怠,沈 = 捲沈 − 捲怠 and 検怠,沈 = 検沈 − 検怠, it yields:  
 決沈 − に(捲�捲怠,沈 + 検�検怠,沈) − �直態∆建怠,沈(∆建怠,沈 + に建怠) = ど (12) 

 

Dividing by 2 and rearranging, equation (12) becomes:  
 捲�捲怠,沈 +  検�検怠,沈 + �直態建怠∆建怠,沈 = 決沈に − �直態 ∆建怠,沈態に  (13) 

 

With four sensors, the number of unknowns is equal to number of equations, so that in matrix 
form it is possible to write: 

 [捲怠,態 検怠,態 ∆建怠,態捲怠,戴 検怠,戴 ∆建怠,戴捲怠,替 検怠,替 ∆建怠,替] { 捲�検��直態建怠} = なに {決態決戴決替} − �直態に {∆建怠,態態∆建怠,戴態∆建怠,替態} (14) 

 

or, in general, (14) can be written as: 
 [畦]{�} = {稽} − �直態{系} (15) 
 

The expression for {�} vector is: 
 {�} = [畦]−怠{稽} − �直態[畦]−怠{系} (16) 

 

Considering 欠沈 = [畦]−怠{稽}|沈 and 潔沈 = [畦]−怠{系}|沈, we achieve: 
 { 捲�検��直態建怠} = {欠怠欠態欠戴} − �直態 {潔怠潔態潔戴} (17) 

 

so that the following expressions for the four unknowns are obtained: 
 { 捲� = 欠怠 − �直態潔怠検� = 欠態 − �直態潔態�直態建怠 = 欠戴 − �直態潔戴 (18) 

 

Substituting expressions (18) into the reference sensor equation of (9), after mathematical 
manipulation a third order equation with 建怠 as unknowns is formulated. This is:  
 建怠戴倦怠 + 建怠態倦態 + 建怠倦戴 + 倦替 = ど (19) 
 

Although (19) is a third order equation, only one solution is feasible, whereas the other two 
should be discarded. After obtaining 建怠 from (19), �直 can simply be calculated using the 
following equation: 
 �直 = √ 欠戴建怠 + 穴戴 (20) 

   

Impact coordinates are then calculated from (18). 

6 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP  

Three low velocity impacts conducted on an aluminium plate with dimensions ぬのど 兼兼 
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long, にはど 兼兼 wide and ひ 兼兼 thick were investigated.  
The impacts were generated using a hand-held modal hammer and were measured 

employing four surface-bonded APC 850 transducers, connected by low-noise cables. 
The signals were acquired using a four-channel oscilloscope with 16 bits of resolution, a 

sampling rate of にど 警茎権 and an acquisition window of の 兼嫌. Both systems were synchronized 
in way that all the transducers were triggered by one of the sensors (reference sensor). 

A MATLAB software code, implemented by the authors, was written to analyse the 
waveforms for finding the TOAs and the impact location. Firstly, the data were filtered 
numerically by a 4th-order Butterworth band-pass filter. Sensors location and impact source 
coordinates are reported in  

Table 1 and Table 2. A sketch of the experimental set-up, sensor arrangements and impacts 
location are presented in  

 

. The waveforms of the acquired signals for Impact 1 are shown in Figure2 
 

 Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 (ref) 
x-Coordinate 岫兼兼岻 なばの なばね なぱに.は なぱに.ぬ 
y-Coordinate 岫兼兼岻 なにの なぬぬ なぬぬ.の なにね.は 

 

Table 1: Sensor coordinates 
 

 Impact 1  Impact 2  Impact 3  
x-Coordinate 岫兼兼岻 になど.はは なねの なのな.ひの 
y-Coordinate 岫兼兼岻 などに.ぱは ひな.ねの なはに.には 

Table 2: Impact source coordinates 
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Figure 1: Sensors and impacts location on considered aluminium plate 

 
 

Figure 2: Acquired signals during Impact 1 
 

6 RESULTS  

Results of the application of the first ToA method (i.e. the two-step AIC pickers, see Section 
3) on the acquired signal 1 in Impact 1 are presented in Figure 3. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 3: Visual description of the two-step AIC pickers (method 1): (a) determination of the initial time window, 
(b) first step of the method with determination of the new time window 

 
Time of arrivals, calculated by using the first method in Impact 1, are presented in Figure 4 on 
the initial part of the four signals.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: ToAs calculated by using the first method in Impact 1 
 

A comparison among ToAs and TDOAs, obtained by using both methods in Impact 1, are 
reported in Table 3 and Table 4. 

 

 Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4 
Method 1 – ToA 岫兼嫌岻 ど.にねぬぬ ど.にねばに ど.にねにひ ど.にぬぱは 
Method 2 – ToA 岫兼嫌岻 ど.にねぬな ど.にねばに ど.にねには ど.にぬぱぬ 

Table 3: ToAs comparison in Impact 1 
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 �頚畦 な − �頚畦 ね �頚畦 に − �頚畦 ね �頚畦 ぬ − �頚畦 ね 
Method 1 – TDOAs 岫兼嫌岻 ど.どどねば ど.どどぱは ど.どどねぬの 
Method 2 – TDOAs 岫兼嫌岻 ど.どどねぱ ど.どどぱひ ど.どどねぬ 

 

Table 4: TDOAs comparison in Impact 1 
 
Figure 5 shows the results of the impact localization algorithm considering the two methods, 
whilst table 5 reports the evaluated impact positions and the errors as expressed by the 
following formula: 
 � = √岫捲�勅�鎮 − 捲頂�鎮頂通鎮�痛勅鳥岻態 + 岫検�勅�鎮 − 検頂�鎮頂通鎮�痛勅鳥岻態 (23) 
 

where 岫捲�勅�鎮 , 検�勅�鎮岻 are the coordinates of the real impact position and 岫捲頂�鎮頂通鎮�痛勅鳥 , 検頂�鎮頂通鎮�痛勅鳥岻 
are the coordinates of the impact location using the algorithms reported in Sections 3 and 4. 
 

 

Figure 5: Source location results: by using the first method (x) and the second method (+)  
 

Impact 1 
x-Coordinate source 

location 岫兼兼岻 
y-Coordinate source 

location 岫兼兼岻 
Location error � 岫兼兼岻 

Real value  になど.は などに.ぱ  
Algorithm 1 になど.の などぱ.ぱ の.ひば 
Algorithm 2 ににに.ひ ひひ.は なに.ばな 

Impact 2    
Real value  なねの ひな.ねの  

Algorithm 1 148.22 ひの.ひの の.のに 
Algorithm 2 なぬは.ひな ひぬ.どの ぱ.には 

Impact 3    
Real value  なのな.ひの なはに.には  

Algorithm 1 なのぬ.ひの なのの.ひは は.はな 
Algorithm 2 なねぱ.のは なばひ.のは ぱ.ひは 

Table 5: Source location results 
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7 CONCLUSIONS  

A new linearized algorithm for AE source localization is presented and investigated. 
TDOAs information is obtained as differences of TOAs calculated by using two different AIC 
techniques. Experiments are performed on an aluminium plate with four piezoelectric 
transducers surface-bonded in a very close geometric configuration. The output of the 
implemented algorithm are the impact coordinates and the velocity of the stress waves reaching 
the sensors. A comparison among the results obtained by using the two AIC pickers is 
performed. These results show the validity of the linearization approach. Furthermore they 
demonstrate how much accurate the information about TDOAs has to be (i.e. less than 0.0048 
ms for a localisation error of 5.5 mm). Future work is ongoing to test the validity of the 
described approach on a composite plate-like structure, for both application of AIC pickers and 
the linearization approach of nonlinear equations. 
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